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Arkema
FACTS about R-22 in the U.S. R-22 is readily available. R-22 will continue to be available after the EPA phase-out date. R-22 prices have decreased in the last 12 months. R-22 is still the best choice for R-22 equipment. R-22 alternative, Forane 427A—The Easy Retrofit, has been installed in thousands of locations across the US. Circle 115 on the reader service card.

Reznor HVAC
The R7DA, the industry’s premier from 50 years of make-up air experience with the science of space conditioning. It features patented hot gas reheat technology, dozens of highly-configurable options for optimum IAQ and space comfort, and fits into many existing roof curbs. Circle 119 on the reader service card.

Embraco Plug N’ Cool
Available for self-contained reach-in applications, the pre-charged refrigeration deck allows fast installation and easy maintenance. It’s built with top efficiency components and charged with natural refrigerant R-290. The modular concept gives flexibility to technicians: no need for in-store vacuuming, brazing and charging. This is especially beneficial when servicing R-290 equipment. Circle 116 on the reader service card.

Sanhua International
Sanhua is the world’s leading supplier of four-way reversing valves, offering direct OEM-approved replacements for Ranco reversing valves. Sanhua offers four-way valves for cooling capacities from 1 (one) to 119 tons (R410A, Condition 2) and features such as increased working limits, improved slider design and energy saving coils. Circle 120 on the reader service card.

Fieldpiece Instruments
All New SMANs—the heart of your jobsite! Key features include super-rugged construction, data logging, water resistance and can send and receive wireless readings up to 350 ft. away. With the Fieldpiece Job Link System you get all measurements without a transmitter. 3-port (SM380V) or 4-port (SM480V) models available now. Circle 117 on the reader service card.

Tecumseh Products
Tecumseh ARGUS is the first condensing unit to meet or exceed the 2020 DOE AWEF regulations. With a capacity range of 1/2-6 HP, low and medium temperature options and both indoor and outdoor configurations, Tecumseh ARGUS stands up to any commercial refrigeration demand. Visit www.tecumseh.com/argus for more information. Circle 121 on the reader service card.

Helwig Carbon Products, Inc.
AC motors with VFDs produce induced electrical currents that can damage bearings. A Helwig Carbon bearing protection kit will protect the motor by offering a least resistance path to ground. This will minimize downtime and costly repairs. They are cost effective and easy to install. Circle 118 on the reader service card.

TPI Smart Probes
Measure temperature, air velocity, pressure differential, or ambient CO₂ with new Smart Probes from TPI. TPI Smart Probes and free TPI app deliver measurements directly to your smartphone as data or in graph form. Save time by easily emailing recorded information. SP341 K-Type Temperature Probe starts at $74.95; SP565 Hot-Wire Air ow Probe $99.95; SP620 Differential Pressure Probe starts at $99.95 and Ambient CO₂ Probe $289.95 www.testproductsintl.com. Circle 122 on the reader service card.